
SCOREKEEPING BASICS 

SHORTHAND FOR POSITIONS 
 
 
 

FIELDING POSITIONS FOR LINE UP 
P Pitcher 2B Second Base LF Left Field 
C Catcher 3B Third Base CF Center Field 
1B First Base SS Shortstop RF Right Field 
      

 
 
 

 
 

FIELDING POSITIONS FOR RECORDING PLAYS 
1 Pitcher 4 Second Base 7 Left Field 
2 Catcher 5 Third Base 8 Center Field 
3 First Base 6 Shortstop 9 Right Field 
 
  



 

Scoring Samples 

These are just a few of the basics often seen in similar formats on most every scorekeeper's 
card. Many variations exist but after a few moments of comparison you should be able to 
figure out a fellow scorekeeper's system, doing this may also teach you a new way of doing 
something better and add to the overall enjoyment you are sure to receive from scoring a 
game. 

Scoring A Single 

 
Scoring A Double   

 
 Scoring A Triple 

 
Scoring A Home Run  

     or      

Scoring A Base On Balls 

 
Scoring A Strikeout   
(Batter swung and missed) 

     or      

 Scoring A Called Strikeout 
(Umpire called strike due to 
ball was in strike zone)       or      

  
Scorekeeper Shorthand 
Scorekeeping is accomplished by a sort of "shorthand," which is basically a combination of 
position numbers and abbreviations.  Refer to the "Scoring Abbreviation" page to see some 
common numbers and abbreviations used throughout a game. 



Batter Up! 
Let's see what we need to do as each player has his turn at bat.  We'll confine ourselves to 
the top of the lineup. 

 
If you've familiarized yourself with the position numbers, you'll see that the center fielder, 
second baseman, catcher, and right fielder are the first batters up. 
Smith singles to center field.  A lot of pre-printed scorecards will have a diamond 
representing the field in the middle of each box.  To mark Smith's single, we'll darken the 
line from home to first and place a 1B next to it.  Many people also like to draw a line to 
show where the batter hit the ball. 

 
Lawson's up next and he strikes out swinging.  A "K" is placed in his box to indicate that he 
struck out.  If it was a called strike three, a "Kc" or a backwards "K" would be placed in the 
box.  A circled "1" is also placed in the box to indicate that it is the first out. 

 
Henry is batting next, but while he is batting Smith manages to steal second.  The line from 
first to second should be darkened and an "SB" along with a number to indicate who was at 
bat is written to indicate that Smith stole second during Henry's plate appearance.  I like to 
use the player's jersey number for this.   It makes it easier for me to keep track of things.  
Other people use the player's position number.  So, I could have just as easily written "SB2" 
instead of "SB17".  If Henry hit or sacrificed the batter over to second, you would place just 
the uniform or player number next to the path from first to second to show how Smith got 
to there. 

 



Henry manages to draw a walk.  The line from home to first is darkened and either a "BB" or 
"W" is written to indicate the walk.   I prefer to use BB for "Base on Balls." 

 
Jones is now at bat and hits it to the short stop who tosses it to the second baseman who 
tags the bag to get Henry out.  The second baseman then throws to first to get Jones out.  A 
classic 6-4-3 double play, which is what is written in Jones' box.   Of course, both outs must 
be recorded.  So a line is drawn halfway between first and second in Henry's box and is 
marked with a '33' to indicate that Jones was the batter.  A circled '2' is also entered to 
indicate that Henry was the second out. 

 
In Jones' box a 6-4-3 is written along with a 'DP' for the double play and a circled '3' to 
indicate the third out.  A 'DP' could also have been entered in Henry's box to indicate that 
he was caught up in the double play as well.  One other method is to draw a line connecting 
the two boxes. 

 
The '6-4-3' above is an example of how all players who were involved in putting the runner 
out are given credit.  
Since this is the third out, a slash is drawn across the lower right-hand corner of Jones' box 
to indicate the end of the inning.  This is what the scorecard should look like after the first 
half-inning. 

 
  



SUBSTITUTIONS 
Later in the game... 
I've never seen a game where at least one substitution was not made.  There are many 
reasons to replace a starter: pitchers get tired, batters aren't hitting, players get injured, 
someone's ejected, or the manager makes a strategic move.   Whatever the reason, sooner 
or later you're going to have to mark a substitution on your scorecard. 
So, how do you do this?  It depends on the substitution. 
For batter substitutions, I draw a line between the last scorebox of the previous batter and 
the first scorebox of the new batter. 

 
Kitt pinch hits for Lawson  
If the new batter is a pinch hitter, place "PH" in the position box.  If he is taking a position in 
the field, use the normal position numbers.  If players are moved around in the field, you'll 
want to show that on your scorecard.  Usually, I make a note by the player's name 
indicating the move.    
When a substitution is made for the pitcher, place a line under the score box of the last 
batter the previous pitcher faced. 
 
AFTER THE GAME 
Back in the Dugout 
Now that the game is over, you can tabulate all the data you've compiled.   If you haven't 
been keeping up with it during the game, now is the time to add up the statistics for each 
inning:  runs, hits, errors, passed balls, and men left on base.  You can also add up the data 
for each pitcher:  innings pitched, batters faced, strikeouts, walks, hits, runs, earned runs, 
wild pitches, batters hit, and balks.   There may be other statistics that you can fill in on your 
card  Professionally printed scorecards may contain several fields to tally a batter's 
performance:   at-bats, runs, hits, singles, doubles, triples, home runs, runs batted in and 
others.  It's up to you to decide how much you want to do. 
  
Finally 
The official scorekeeper can prove the official box score, which is what becomes part of the 
official record.  The formula is very simple and must be applied to each team’s scorecard.  
First, total the number of runs, men left on base and opponents' putouts for one team.   
Next, total the number of at-bats, walks, sacrifices, batters hit by pitcher and awards of first 
base due to interference for the same team.  If these two totals are equal than this team's 
box score is "proven."   Repeat the process for the other team. 
You do not have to prove a box score, but I thought others might find it interesting. 
Take a Swing 
Hopefully, the above examples will give you an idea about how scorekeeping is done.   Give 
it a try next time you go to out to the ballgame.  Also, don't be afraid to experiment.  What 
works best for others may not be best for you.  



SCOREKEEPING CONVENTIONS 

1. Balls and Strikes 
Strikes go in the top line; balls in the bottom and should be marked with either a slash / or 
X. 
For fouls after the first two strikes, place a mark that is different from what you normally 
use, such as a slash /, an X, or a     to the right of the 2 strike boxes.  Ex.: if you normally 
mark with an X, mark foul balls beyond the second strike with a /. 

2. On the bases 
Draw a line from home to first, first to second, and so on each time a player reaches a base 
safely. 
If a runner steals a base, advances on a wild pitch, passed ball, fielder’s choice, or error, 
note that between the bases advanced. 
Runs are noted by filling in the diamond of the runner who scored.  
Mark RBIs in the appropriate batters box.  
Circle the number of the player that the pinch runner is running for.  
3. Outs 
On ground balls write the number of the fielder who fields the ball and the number of the 
player who catches the ball for the out in the batter’s scorebox or of the runner. 
On fly balls write the number of the fielder who made the catch, preceded by the letter F. 
For example, F-7 is a fly ball to left field. FO-3 is a foul out to first base. 
For outs made when the ball is not batted, e.g., caught stealing, record this information in 
the scorebox of the player who was put out. 
Draw a line from the last base reached safely toward the next base with a line perpendicular 
across the base path to indicate that the runner did not reach the next base safely on force 
outs, put outs, failed stolen base attempts, or outs made trying to extend a hit (e.g., trying 
to stretch a single into a double). 

4. Substitutions 
For offensive substitutions use a vertical or squiggly line in front of the inning in which a 
new player enters the game. 

For defensive substitutions write in the name, number, and position of player and note 
the inning in which the new player entered the game. 
5. Pitching changes 

a. Use a horizontal or squiggly line to indicate a pitching change under the last batter 
faced by the pitcher in the game. 
When the pitcher is changed mid-batter, place a slash in the upper right hand corner of 
current batter’s box to separate the pitch counts for each pitcher.  Also make a slash at the 
bottom of the column to separate the pitch counts for each pitcher for that inning. 

6. End of inning 
Draw an angled line through the lower right corner of the square to indicate the last batter 
of an inning. 

7. More than 9 batters in an inning 
Use an arrow to point from the 9th batter of an inning to the 10th batter of the inning.  The 
10th batter is in the next column to the right.  
Adjust the numbers at the top of the page to the correct inning number.  



 

 

 

BASEBALL SCOREKEEPER’S 
NOTATION GUIDE 

 REACHING BASE 

 MAKING OUTS 

 ADVANCING ON BASE 

 OTHER NOTATIONS 



Scorekeeping Notation 
Reaching Base 
Symbol Definition & Notation Notes 

1B Single 

 

Base Hit Guidelines 
The batter reaches base safely on a ball 
hit with such force, or so slowly, that 
any fielder attempting to make a play 
has no opportunity to do so. 
A ball that takes an unusual bounce and 
makes it impossible for a fielder to 
cleanly handle. 
Good fielding of a ball that does not 
result in a putout.  

2B Double 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Runner over slides into a third and is 
tagged out before getting back. Scored 
last based reached safely as second 
with tag out: score 2B, 1-5. 
The circled 2 indicates the second out 
of the inning.  

3B Triple 

 

 

HR Home run 

   
 

 

BB Base on balls 

 
 

Also called a Walk. Does not count as 
an official at bat.  



Reaching Base 
Symbol Definition & Notation Notes 

HP 
HBP 

Hit by pitch  

 
 

A batter is hit by a pitched ball. The 
umpire awards first base. Does not 
count as an official at bat.  

FC Fielder’s choice 

 
 

Another runner is forced out as a result 
of a batted ball. 
A fielder attempts to retire a preceding 
runner and in your judgment the 
batter-runner could have been retired 
at first.  

E Error 

 
 

Error Guidelines 
A defensive player through ordinary 
effort muffs a batted or thrown ball, 
throws the ball widely or drops the ball 
which prolongs the time at bat, life of a 
runner or permits a runner to advance 
on bases.  
Baseman neglects to have foot on the 
base when the ball is being received.  
No error if a fielder must range far from 
usual position to make play. 
No error if failed to complete a double 
play.  

GRD Ground-rule double 

 
 

A batter hits a fair ball out of play. The 
umpire awards the batter a ground rule 
double.  

CI Catcher interference 

 
 

The catcher interferes with the batter. 
The umpire awards first base to the 
batter. Does not count as an official at 
bat.  

 
  



Making Outs 
Symbol Definition and Notation Notes 
KS Strike out swinging  

  
 

 

KC Strike out called or strike out looking 

   
 

 

F Fly out 

 
 

 

FO Foul out 

 

 

L Line out 

 
 

 

U Unassisted ground ball put out 

 
 

 



Making Outs 
Symbol Definition and Notation Notes 
No 
symbol; 
defensive 
positions 

Force out or tag 

   
 

  
 

 

DP Double play 

 

Every out must be accounted for. The 
number 33 indicates the player who hit 
into the double play and caused the 
preceding runner to be out. 

IF Infield fly 

 

Call yourself an expert if you know the 
Infield Fly Rule. 
A fair fly ball (not including a line drive 
nor an attempted bunt) which can be 
caught by an infielder with ordinary 
effort, when 1st and 2nd, or 1st, 2nd, and 
3rd bases are occupied before two are 
out. The batter is out.  
 
Ball is live and runners may advance at 
the risk of that ball being caught or 
retouch and advance after the ball is 
touched or caught, the same as any fly 
ball.  

SAC-B Sacrifice bunt 

 

The batter sacrifices chance to hit safely 
by bunting ball for an easy put out  at 
first and advances a preceding runner. 
Does not count as an official at bat. 

SAC-F Sacrifice fly 

 
 

The batter hits a fly ball or line drive 
that is caught in the outfield, and allows 
a run to score. Does not count as an 
official at bat.  



Making Outs 
Symbol Definition and Notation Notes 
CS Caught stealing 

  
 
Caught Stealing- Rundown 

 
 

 

MB 
 

Missed Bases 

 
 

Credit only last base touched. Score, 1B, 
MB 2B; Runner is out. 

I Interference 

 
 

Team at bat interferes with, obstructs, 
impedes, hinders or confuses any 
fielder attempting to make a play. 
Batter or runner may be called out. All 
others return to last legally touched 
base.  

 
  



Other Ways to Advance on Base 

Symbol Definition and Notation Notes 
SB Stolen base 

 
 

 

WP Wild pitch  

 
 

Pitched ball is one so high, low, or wide 
of the plate that it cannot be handled 
with ordinary effort by the catcher 
Pitched ball touches ground before 
reaching home plate and is not handled 
by the catcher, permitting runners to 
score 
 
 

PB Passed ball 

 
 

Failing to hold or control a pitched ball 
that the catcher should have handled 
with ordinary effort and permits runner 
to advance. 

 
Other Notations and Statistics 
Symbol Definition Notes 
PR Pinch Runner 

 
 

Any player not in the batting order who 
runs for an offensive player. Only one per 
inning and one pinch runner for any one 
player.  

RBI Run Batted In Credit a batter with an RBI if a runner 
scores due to the batter getting a hit, 
sacrifice, or walk. No RBIs on errors or 
double plays unless in the judgment of 
the scorekeeper the ball was hit hard 
enough to allow the run to score. 
 

LOB Left on base The number of runners left on base at the 
end of an inning. 

R Runs The number of runs a team scores. 
AB At bats The number of “official” at bats. Errors, 

interference, walks, hit by pitch, sacrifice 
bunt or fly, does not count as at bat.  

 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 



 


